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Motivation

� In the 802.16e standard, MIMO mode 
selection is implementation specific.

� This means that it is difficult for BS 
vendors to rely on it for link adaptation.

� Many BS vendors rely on PCINR which is 
better defined (but does not fully reflect 
the link condition).

� Therefore mode selection should be well 
defined within 802.16m.  



Scope

� We introduce a new mode selection 
technique, which provides an efficient 
and accurate means for selecting the 
optimal MIMO mode and MCS in various 
channel conditions.

� This method is based on the effective 
CINR concept applied to the per-tone 
MIMO PCINR. 



Preliminaries - ECINR

� It is known that average PCINR provides a 
loose link error prediction for fading 
channels. 

� To overcome this difficulty, the PCINR 
may be replaced with the effective CINR 
(ECINR), which is defined as the AWGN-
equivalent CINR that results in the same 
error rate.



Preliminaries - ECINR

� ECINR may be evaluated using the exponential 
effective SINR method (EESM).

where    is a parameter for each MCS and FEC 
size (see [1],[2] for     values for various MCSs).
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Preliminaries – MIMO PCINR

� The per-tone MIMO PCINR is well defined 
within the 802.16e for most MIMO modes.

� Some of the 802.16e PCINR formulas are 
given in the next slide.  



Preliminaries – MIMO PCINR 
Examples
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Main Concept 

� Fusion between ECINR and Effective MIMO 
channel

� Decide on the MIMO mode and MCS with 

maximal throughput subject to QoS.



Main Concept: Block Diagram 
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Further Simplifications 

� Examine Only Relevant Modes 
� Create a list of available MIMO modes based on 
system capabilities (Mobility will be discussed 
later on).  

� In case only part of the channel matrix is 
available, modes that require more information 
for the computation of the PCINR should not be 
considered (e.g. MIMO PCINR cannot be based 
on the channel estimate resulting from single 
antenna transmission).  



Further Simplifications  

� Mode hierarchy

� Some modes are always superior to others (e.g. 
MRC is always better than SISO) 

� When superior modes are available the inferior 
modes shouldn’t be considered. 

� Thus an offline database of mode hierarchy may 
be constructed.  

� This database doesn’t include any information 
regarding modulation and coding schemes. 



Optimality Criterion 

� Based on the resulting PER values, 
choose the optimal MIMO mode and 
MCS combination with highest 
throughput subject to some predefined 
QoS.



Accounting for Mobility  

� Some MIMO modes, such as closed-loop 
schemes, are not suitable for employment in 
high mobility scenarios. 

� As a result, such schemes should not be 
considered when the velocity is above some 
threshold. 

� This issue (and the way channel variations 
are assessed) requires further study.



Conclusions 
� The proposed technique will provide a similar 
baseline for different vendors

� Calculation of the ECINR result is based on 
PCINR which is already incorporated in the 
system

� This scheme will enhance system 
performance and is simple to implement

* This approach has been recently presented in [1] and 
showed excellent performance.



Proposed changes

� We propose that the specified 
technique for mode selection based on 
ECINR calculation will be used by the 
802.16m MS. 

� We propose to include a section 
pertaining to MIMO mode selection in 
the SDD.
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